Special Summer School
May 20 - June 09, 2016
Human Resource Development Centre, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University
Raipur- 492010, Chhattisgarh, India
Course Coordinator: Dr. Arvind Agrawal

Theme: Ethics in Higher Education: Teaching, Learning and Research
The goal of the Special Summer School is to build up valuable academic qualification of the participants. The
need of the hour is to change and improve in quality of teaching, learning and research in the HEIs. The process
is dynamic. It is equally important to adhere to ethics in teaching, learning and research methodologies while
adopting changes in the process. This Summer School will focus on ethical aspects of teaching, learning and
research in the domain of higher education.

Raipur and its Surroundings: The city of Raipur is the capital of Chhattisgarh. It represents the administrative,
educational, business and industrial seat of the State. In its immediate neighborhood lies, Bhilai, the steel city of
India, where the largest steel plant of Asia is located. In the south of Raipur is the tribal heart of India-the Bastar,
where the tribal culture, art and philosophy are still preserved in original form along with the natural settings in deep
and thick woods. Bastar is also famous for its numerous waterfalls and subterranean lime stone caves, besides the
lush green Sal forest. In May and June the climate of Raipur is quite warm. Normal cotton clothing and other light
outfit are recommended. Raipur is located about 300 Km from Nagpur in the East on the Mumbai-Kolkata trunk
line. It is well connected by Air, Rail and Road.
Contact
Email: sharmabk07@gmail.com; dr.arvind02@gmail.com; brijpandey09@gmail.com; amitshuklam@gmail.com
Voice: +91-9754233057; 9827159831; 9406030873; 9926315781
Website: www.prsu.ac.in
Venue: Human Resource Development Centre, Lecture Hall, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University, Raipur
Date & Time: May 20- June 09, 2016 from 10:30 to

17:00

Who can participate? Interested College / University teachers in all subjects with at least three years experiences
can apply through email to any of the above IDs mentioning their name, designation, subject, and institution.
However, they are required to fill up the application form of HRDC (ASC) and produce reliving certificate from
their Institution when they come for participation. Those working in those universities and colleges that are included
under Section 2(f) of the UGC Act, even though they may not yet be fit to be included under Section 12(B), may
participate in the Summer School. The teachers of colleges that do not yet come within the purview of Section
12(B), but have been affiliated to a university for at least two years, will be permitted to participate in the
programmes; however, they won’t be paid TA/DA and other allowances for attending these courses. Working part
time/Ad hoc/temporary/contract/ teachers who have been teaching for at least three academic sessions in an
institution which has been affiliated to a university for at least two years may be permitted to participate in the
summer school to enhance their skills.
Note: as per the UGC norms, participants of Special Summer School are exempted from paying registration
fee.

